Object
Roll your dice and race to be the first player to complete a pizza pie of six slices.

Playing the Game
Everybody plays at the same time. This is a race!

1. Players count to three and flip their slice cards at the same time. Now, roll all of your dice!
2. If you roll any dice that match toppings on your slice card then place them on these toppings.
3. Then, QUICKLY re-roll all of the dice that don’t match.
4. Continue this way until you have placed dice on top of all the matching toppings on your slice card.
5. Once you complete a slice card yell “Mama Mia!” Then, remove the dice and place the slice card to the side.
6. Now, take a new slice card from the draw pile and begin again by rolling and matching!
7. As you complete slice cards, add them to the pizza pie you are building on the side. Keep going until you complete six slice cards! Roll, match, and re-roll! Roll, match, and re-roll!

Winning
The first player to complete six slice cards, which creates a perfect pizza pie, wins!